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War Le ('ane: analogy with Fleming: projecting

	

chief national moral health himself into Bond

rn men of letters into men of action, but they
gent is a literary agent,  saysAllan Massie

Spies who
urned it all
into gold

well-developed fantasy life.
Id they cunction without it?

lain a va,uable part of their
which has never quite grown
NV can this be better fed, they

tempted to think, than by
the make-believe world of

? So, at a certain level of the
ry, you are aware of the

identifying with his hero.
hero may be less preposter-

an Le Queux's Duckworth
there must, one would know
t reading further, be some-
wrong, something dismally

in the imagination of a
who can call his hero by such
c); all the same, Fleming's
Bond and Le Carre's Smiley,

vcr putative originals may be
ed for them, become very

projections of the author as
es himself in his day-dreams.
ame may be said for Compton

nzie's John Ogilvie.
cover, one might add to this
a serious social or political

sc. Le Carr& has suggested that
eret Service may be taken as a
re of the nation's moral
. This may be far-fetched. It
ntains a germ of truth. Le

s traitor, Bill Haydon, yields
e temptation of treachery
se everything he has been
ted to revere has already been
oned or betrayed. The empire

one; given the choice between
ervience to the United States

adherence to Moscow, he
. oses the course that will at least
w him to assert his personal
ependence. This is no doubt a
t-facto rationalization of his

impulse to treachery; Le Carr&
portrays it convincingly enough to
support his claim of the Secret
Service's role in the nation's life.

On another tack Buchan in Aft.
Standing sets out to use the thriller
to chart national morale, doing
precisely what Le Carre specifies. Air
Stand/ast is as a thriller the least
successful of the first four Hannay
novels, but it is in some ways the
most interesting. Hannay is with-
drawn from the Western Front to
investigate the anti-war movement
at home, or what would come to be
called fifth-column activities. He is
sent first to Biggleswade, seething
with pacifists and conchies. '1 h e re he
discovers that most of the anti-war
talk is mere ignorant and sentimen-
tal foolishness.

Nevertheless he unearths the
German agent (he really is a
German, we discover later, a
disgraced nobleman) in the person
of Moxon I very, whom you might
take at first for "your ordinary
plump golf-playing highbrow" -
highbrows have changed since
Buchan's day, golfers likewise. Then
Hannay. goes to the Red Clyde where
he finds that the ordinary working
man is sound enough. and quite
capable of seeing through agitators.
Here we have Buchan putting
Glasgow, the city where he grew up,
right with the rest of the country.
Only when Hannay has taken the
gauge of disaflection in the nation
does the action really begin.

Alr Slatullast was an extraordi-
nary novel to come from the
Director of Pt opaganda in 1917; it
repays close attention as an example

Greene: a faseMation
tvith treachery

of the thriller being used precisely to
measure the moral state of the
nation.

Buchan was a success as Director
of Propaganda, hardly distracted by
his literary activities. The reason is
simple. He regarded the writing of
what he called his "shockers" as a
relaxation. tie was quite prepared to
put his official work first. Other
writers who have been agents have
become disillusioned; it is that work
which seems a distraction from their
real business. So Maugham, serving
in Geneva, found his work "evi-
dently necessary," yet added "it
could not be called anything but
monotonous". Like his hero Ashen-
den, he was really more interested in
the play he was writing. Eventually,
in May 1916, he "found there was
nothing much I could usefully do
there" and resigned. Although he
was later sent to Russia "to prevent
the Bolshevik Revolution and to
keep Russia in the war," he
remarked caustically that "the
reader will know that my efforts did
not meet with success". On the other
hand he got three splendid stories
from the experience.

Good authors may play
at spying but

remain writers first

Maugham's collection of spy
stories, Ashenden, is perhaps the
best ever written; and what he has to
say of intelligence work is extremely
pertinent: "The work of an agent in
the Intelligence Department is on
the whole extremely monotonous. A
lot Or it is uncommonly useless. The
material it offers for stories is

scrappy' and pointless; the author
has himself to Make it coherent,
dramatic and probable."

"Drat just about sums it up.
.Authors inay play at being spies, but
the good ones remain writers first.
They may accumulate material; in
the end they learn that they are not
men of action. (When the true Illen
of action essay novels, they find they
are not men of letters, and their
novels are inert.) Perhaps even the
bad writers learn this.

So, for instance, when Julian
Maelaren-Ross (a good writer) told
his commanding officer that he had
met E. Phillips Oppenheim (a bad
one) in the south of France, his CO
tia i d "very interesting" a Ild asked
what they had talked about. "Well,
sir," said Private Mactaren-Ross,
"agents mostly." "Agents!" the CO
exclaimed. "Well of course a fellow
like that would know all about secret
agents. Wonder to me they haven't
made him head of NI15." "I'm sorry,
sir," Maclaren-Ross replied boldly,
"it wasn't secret agents he talked
about. It was literary agents."

'Due () shared the common
ignorance col the activities of literary
ageats, but Maclaren-Ross's point
was a good one. In the end, even an
oki hack like Oppenheim knew that
tor a professional writer, literary
agents were an essential part of the

vorld; secret agents merely the
r his fantasies.
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M chael Heseltine's self-appointment
as cheer-leader for the European
consortium in the save-Westland
contest is odd not merely because
the Cabinet's Official policy is
neutrality but also because last
summer his attitude was quite
different.

ln late June and early July Sir John
Cuckney, Westland's chairman,
asked Ibr government help in
underwriting the company's future
work position to tide it over its cash
crisis. ,At that point Heseltine was
unconcerned about Westland going
into receivership.

Moreover during August and
September the Ministry of Defence
withheld sonic £6 million due in
payment for fear it might be
criticized for giving money to the
company if it immediately went
bankrupt. lieseltine's hostility
stimulated trade creditors to press
harder and discouraged customers
from placing further work.

As Heseltine offered no help to the
company which he now claims to be
vital to our technology, Westland
looked for a survival kit elsewhere.
The obvious choice was Sikorsky,
with which Westland has been
associated for 40 years. Westland's
most successful helicopter, the Sea
King, which was so valuable in the
Falklands (Heseltine now wants to
buy more of them), was made under
licence from Sikorsky. The two
companies are natural partners.

The Sikorsky bid involves a
guarantee of long-term work with
growing prospects. Though in
certain circumstances a Sikorsky-
Fiat shareholding in Westland could
rise to some 35 per cent, it would not
amount to a take-over, as has been
mischievously propagated. Initially
Peter Levene, the MoD official
heading weapon procurement,
encouraged Sikorsky to come in. A
senior vice-president of Sikorsky
saw Ileseltine, who said he had no
objection.

What happened suddenly to
compel Heseltine to the belief that
two Nato firms coming to the rescue
of Westland were a menace to the
state?

It could not have been the merits
oldie case which galvanized him into
egging on the hastily botched together
European consortimn and threaten-
ing Westland with a cessation of
government purchases and other
things too horrible to mention if it did
not do his bidding. None of the
elements of the European consortium
had previously offered the help
needed. The German participant
wouldrequi re parliamentary
authority which is unlikely to be
1Ortheoming in view of Germany's
competition laws. Aerospatiale
(France), British Aerospace and
GEC all considered receivership the
best solution.

Pique in part was responsible for
the extraordinary lengths to which
Heseltine has gone in breaching
the Cabinet policy of neutiaility.
Aecording to the Saw/ay Telegraph
or December 22 he was "goaided
because his efforts to have the
European plan discussed in Cabinet
were thwarted". Doubtless also
Heseltine thought it was time for
him to make a nourish to register
that he was in the fore of contenders
for the leadership M succession to
Mrs Thatcher.
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Western Europe has over-capacity
in helicopter production. Large
losses are being made and there arc
considerable redundancy problems.
The European offer of steady and
prolonged work for Westland seems
dubious. The unpleasant threat from
Aérospatiale to withdraw work if
Westland does not fall in line behind
lieseltine is also tenuous as its
contract would not allow it to do so
thr at least a year.

The threat that Westland would
not get further orders from the MoD
is illusory, as such procurement.
decisions are made by a Cabinet
committee, not by the Defence
Secretary personally. So is the threat
that Westland would not be allowed
to join in European projects, if any.
This is an intergovernmental matter,
as are purchases by Nato. Westland
will remain a British firm if the
Sikorsky-Fiat bid succeeds and will
have still stronger Nato credential%
tor participating in Nato's NH90
helicopter.

'The ill-thought-out European
consortium would give Westland
component work, not the building of'
whole helicopters. It is thus a greater
danger to the future of British
technology than the Sikorsky plan„
which would enable construction of
entire helicopters to be maintained.
Sikorsky has a high regard for
Westland expertise, which is the
main reason for its interest. Sikorsky
believes that Westland could
materially help with exports in
countries where it has a better entree
than Sikorsky; and Black Hawks
made by Westland would he 100 per

cent British.
It is not surprising that eight out of

10 of Westland's 11,000 employees
prefer Sikorsky. Its backing looks
much more attractive than the
rickety, non-cohesive European
consortium of loss-makers with m,
central purpose which would b,
quite likely to let Westland down a.
the first sign of trouble.

However, shareholders and
employees alike can be grateful to
Heseltine for one by-product of lus
curious change of behaviour. lEhos
stimulated the European consortium
and Sikorsky-Fiat into making offers
which a few months ago Westland
would have thought impossible.

Heseltine has absurdly gambled
his political future on Sikorsky-Fiat
being defeated. He has called in
patriotism, though it is hard to see
the difference between one set of
Nato allies and another. He is
arousing baseless fears about lost
British technology which a few
months ago did not alarm him at all.
He has raised the flag of government
intervention to appeal to the
dirigistes in the Tory party and
elsewhere.

But all the evidence suggests that
his intervention is on the wrong
side. He has bullied and blackmailed
Westland. In short, he has got
himself into a regular tantrum about
nothing at all.

Whichever way the Westland
shareholders now decide, Heseltine
will be left with no reputation for
reliability or sound judgement but
will have shown hiMself ready to
veer impulsively in search of a
political opportunity. That will not
endear him to those who one day
will choose the next Tory leader.

whose job it is to help all races live
at peace in one community. Their
work is not helped by talking of "the
black community", "the white
community", "the Asian com-
munity" and so on, which actually
creates sectarianism and the spirit of
the ghetto. Whites, blacks and
Asians may in any one place form a
minority. It makes no sense to speak
of "a minority community" for the
community is the whole.

Something simiior happens in the
expression "the gay community".
"This does not really achieve its
intended feel — the warm reassuring
glow of all friends together. Rather,
referring to gays as a community
isolates them, makes them alien,
and produces in "sads" or
"straights" or whatever may be the
opposite epithet only (horrible
inaccurate word) "homophobia".
How much more integrating, genu-
inely wholesome, to speak instead of
"gay members of the community".

And back to religion. Synod-per-
sons and the like do enjoy talking
about "the Christian community".
Except when used in the context of
religious houses, this phrase is just
as bad as "black community" or
"gay community". It is a usage
particularly contaminated by Phan-
seeism, the sense of holier-than-
thou. These people arc Christian,
but what of the rest?

"Christian community" in its
irrent image is an expression that

ald have made no sense to the
, ors of the English Church in the
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